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GALLERY
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8
THREE PLUS ONE
Kim Bach, Tyler Robins,
Michael Sheedy + Earl Swanigan
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

Updated Hours!

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

now open every
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
from 12:00pm–5:00pm

SUNDAY

9
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THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

JAN
2021
SPECIAL EDITION.10

and during the week
by request

14

13

VIRTUAL CINEMA updated
on a continual basis
Additional events,
in-person & virtual
to be announced
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THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

For up-to-date listings:
www.timeandspace.org
Maintenance & Repair: Linda and Claudia rewire your lamps!
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22
THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm
STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

23
TIME TO TALK:
Woolf’s Words, Then and Now
1:00pm: Virtual Book Discussion
THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

24
THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm
STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS
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THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

and more books. . .
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Show Closing:
THREE PLUS ONE
Gallery Tours: 12:00pm–5:00pm
STUFF STORE
Basement Sale: 12:00pm–5:00pm

Time to Talk: Woolf’s Words, Then and Now

Time & Space Limited Theater Co., Inc. PO Box 343 Hudson NY 12534
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SATURDAY

fyi@timeandspace.org • events: www.timeandspace.org/calendar • virtual cinema: www.timeandspace.org/virtual-cinema • contributions: www.timeandspace.org/support • mussmann/bruce archives: archive.timeandspace.org
THANK YOU! 2020 Year-End Giving Campaign
Your support at the end of 2020 has been astounding and
incredibly morale-boosting. The past ten months have been
no cakewalk, but our talented team has managed to cook up
some unexpected miracles with what is here. You’ve heard it
before: comfort food, parking lot performances, virtual cinema,
solar panels, gallery redo, stuff store, used books, the archives,
maintenance and repair shop – benches and lamps, and all kinds
of creative thinking for these challenging pandemic days. Don’t
worry. We are still imagining and planning.
In addition to the actual dollars, your letters and notes are
a treasure trove of uplift and inspiration. Every single word has
cheered us and the daily mail has become a morning high point.
Again – thank you for your belief in TSL.
Time to Talk: Woolf’s Words, Then and Now
Virtual Book Event: Saturday, January 23 at 1:00pm
Join Linda, Claudia, and the TSL staff for a virtual discussion
of one of Virginia Woolf’s best known novels, Mrs. Dalloway,
published in 1925 (96 years ago). Celebrate the new year and
the entry into the public domain of Mrs. Dalloway – January 1,
2020, 70 years after Woolf’s death.
In the novel, all of the action, aside from the flashbacks,
takes place on a day in the middle of June of 1923 as Clarissa
Dalloway, the book’s protagonist, reflects on the past, present, and future. Woolf’s stream of consciousness writing style
provides a timeless framework for self-exploration even now,
almost 100 years later, as the global community is immersed in a
caldron of uncertainty and change.
TSL co-director Linda Mussmann first read Virginia Woolf
fifty-plus years ago. Woolf’s words and style influenced Linda’s
life as an artist and have been the inspiration for many of TSL’s
theater productions. From the novel: She had the perpetual
sense, as she watched the taxi cabs, of being out, out, far out to
sea and alone; she always had the feeling that it was very, very,
dangerous to live even one day.
Let’s revisit Clarissa and Septimus in our own time and
space. Register by e-mail at jeff@timeandspace.org or online at
www.timeandspace.org/dalloway
Time to Talk Recap: Two Square Miles, Fifteen Years Later
In December 2020, TSL hosted a virtual discussion of Two
Square Miles, Barbara Ettinger’s 2006 documentary on Hudson
and its residents during a momentous period in the city’s history.
Panelists Quintin Cross, Sam J. Miller, Jacob Walthour, and
Linda Mussmann discussed what has changed in Hudson since
then.
This was not a nostalgic conversation, but rather a rigorous
exchange among the four participants about the challenges that

lie ahead, including those of class, race, and wealth disparity; the
landing of the gentry and its impact on Hudson’s community.
Did you miss the conversation? You can view a full recording
at www.timeandspace.org/time-to-talk.
Stuff Store: Books by the Thousands . . . Dig in!
We’ve struck it rich! Palladium (look it up!) deposits beneath
the TSL parking lot? Not quite, but just as precious. Used books!
All types. All genres. In the month of December alone, TSL
has taken in over three thousand books, and that’s just the
beginning. In the months ahead, the Stuff Store is due to receive
thousands more, with hundreds of new arrivals every week.
(Thanks, John Reed, for unloading and stacking!) This, in addition to our offerings of antiques, records, CDs, DVDs, Blu-rays,
knick-knacks and . . . more stuff!
Updated hours! The Stuff Store is open for perusal every
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from noon to 5:00pm, or during the
week by request. If you can, give us a heads up – or roll the dice.
Special note: To protect yourselves and our staff, we ask
that you sanitize your hands as you enter the stuff store. We will
also be keeping a eye on the number of people browsing with the
goal of allowing no more than ten people among the stuff at any
given time. We’re in this together. Let’s make it through together.
Gallery: THREE PLUS ONE: Kim Bach, Tyler Robins, Michael
Sheedy + Earl Swanigan
If you haven’t seen the east side gallery space, come over
and check it out. Once the cafe, it is now filled, from top to bottom, with inventive work by talented artists.
On display now through January 31 are works by Hudsonbased artists Kim Bach and Tyler Robins and Long Island-based
outsider artist Michael Sheedy. Additional paintings by Hudsonbased outsider artist Earl Swanigan (recently featured in TSL’s
The Earl Show retrospective in September 2020).
Tours ever Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from noon to
5:00pm. Masks required. Register online and for more information at www.timeandspace.org/three-plus-one. Free admission.
Works for sale.
Maintenance & Repair: Founders’ Cave in Action
In 1976 when Linda and Claudia began working together
and, over the years maintaining a theater company, they became
adept at making their own equipment. Linda, of course, brought
a plethora of hands-on experience from years growing up on
her family’s farm. Claudia learned a trick or two during her years
working with a do-it-yourself regional theater company.
If you look around the interior and exterior of TSL, you will
see their handiwork everywhere – even though some of their
essential fixes are out of sight. Don’t ask.

So now they have let the cat out of the bag and everyone
knows that their talents extend not only to the cerebral side of
TSL but also to the maintenance and repair side.
Lights are off but everybody’s home? Your favorite lighting
fixture might have a bad plug or faulty wiring. Outside with no
place to sit and contemplate? You might need a bench for your
garden, entryway, or porch.
TSL’s founders are here to help you out. For a limited time
only – depending on the duration of the covid crisis – Linda and
Claudia are offering their services to TSL members. It is benches
and lamps for now, but who knows what the future may bring.
More info, visit www.timeandspace.org/maintenance for a
series of fun, behind-the-scenes videos featuring the bosses in
their workshop. And more videos on the way!
Contact fyi@timeandspace.org or call 518-822-8100.
Save Our Stages Act: Stimulus Relief for TSL
In December, Congress approved an additional $900 billion
in COVID-19 relief. Included in the bill is the Save our Stages
Act, which allocates $15 billion to support independant arts and
entertainment venues whose business has suffered as a result
of the pandemic. Applicants to the program can seek up to 45%
of their 2019 revenue in grant money, which can then be directed
toward payroll and operating costs.
Last April, 2020, TSL applied for and was awarded a loan
from the Small Business Administration’s Payroll Protection Program. We’re gearing up for another round of applications as soon
as the window for the Save Our Stages program opens. TSL will
use these emergency funds to continue our mission of providing
creative programming to our community.
Virtual Cinema: Film Club Fun
On January 2, 2021, TSL celebrated the new year with a
virtual discussion of Wong Kar Wai’s celebrated masterpiece In
the Mood for Love, now playing on our Virtual Cinema as part of
the World of Wong Kar Wai retrospective.
“I loved the discussion, and watched the movie again last
night,” wrote one of our members who attended the talk. “The
struggle between feelings and social norms. The choice to NOT
follow the passions. And the honoring of life regret. So rich a
movie. And the photography (and music) so magnificent! A real
treat.”
We were pleased not only to see some familiar faces, but also
to share the screen with new friends from around the world – as
far as London and Brazil! Here’s to the power of the Internet, and
the potential of TSL, to bring people together.
Stay tuned for the next installment of our film club, or reach
our to start a conversation of your own! To access our growing
selection of independent films and documentaries available to

stream from home, go to www.timeandspace.org/virtual-cinema.
Our library is updated on a continual basis.
The Virtue of Virtual Cinema:
If TSL were open, you would have had the opportunity to view
many of the movies that we now, due to COVID, feature virtually.
The depth, richness, and diversity of these films reinforces our
determination to “begin again,” as Gertrude Stein would say, when
the pandemic loosens its grip. We look forward to that time when
we can be together in person for ad hoc discussions about movies, art, and life – our favorite topics. So, from TSL to YOU:
Hang in.
The finish line is in sight.
There’s light at the end of the tunnel.
The clouds will lift.
Keep on the sunny side.
Help is on the way.
Look for the silver lining.
The best is yet to come.
It’s not over ‘til it’s over!

“Beauty, the world seemed to say. And as if to prove it
(scientifically) wherever he looked at the houses, at the
railings, at the antelopes stretching over the palings,
beauty sprang instantly. To watch a leaf quivering in the
rush of air was an exquisite joy. Up in the sky swallows
swooping, swerving, flinging themselves in and out,
round and round, yet always with perfect control as if
elastics held them; and the flies rising and falling; and
the sun spotting now this leaf, now that, in mockery,
dazzling it with soft gold in pure good temper; and now
again some chime (it might be a motor horn) tinkling
divinely on the grass stalks - all of this, calm and reasonable as it was, made out of ordinary things as it was, was
the truth now; beauty, that was the truth now. Beauty was
everywhere.”
– Virginia Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway

TSL Board: Kim Bach, Claudia Bruce, Meg Cashen, Daniel Karpowitz,
Zuzka Kurtz, Linda Mussmann, Maija Reed, Cheryl Roberts, Patrick Wang.
Staff: General Manager Jeff Marks, and Kevin Gilligan.
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